Water: two liquids divided by a common hydrogen bond.
The structure of water is the subject of a long and ongoing controversy. Unlike simpler liquids, where atomic interactions are dominated by strong repulsive forces at short distances and weaker attractive (van der Waals) forces at longer distances, giving rise to local atomic coordination numbers of order 12, water has pronounced and directional hydrogen bonds which cause the dense liquid close-packed structure to open out into a disordered and dynamic network, with coordination number 4-5. Here I show that water structure can be accurately represented as a mixture of two identical, interpenetrating, molecular species separated by common hydrogen bonds. Molecules of one type can form hydrogen bonds with molecules of the other type but cannot form hydrogen bonds with molecules of the same type. These hydrogen bonds are strong along the bond but weak with respect to changes in the angle between neighboring bonds. The observed pressure and temperature dependence of water structure and thermodynamic properties follow naturally from this choice of water model, and it also gives a simple explanation of the enduring claims based on spectroscopic evidence that water is a mixture of two components.